SECURITY

Cross Site Scripting (XSS)
Broken Links
Remote code execution
SQL injection

How safe is your web site?

Web Site Security Scanning Services

UH IT Security offers web site scanning and access to web site scanning software for you to identify vulnerabilities and help you protect your web site.

Available Software

Developed by SPI Dynamics, HP Assessment Management Platform Suite provides a variety of solutions and customization for each type of user. This allows the user to collect information about the web site’s application security vulnerabilities and participate in the assessment and remediation process.

The Assessment Management Platform program (AMP) is the base of the entire software suite. With AMP, you can perform unlimited and customized web application security testing and scanning assessments with dashboard view of your web site’s current risk and policy compliance. This includes:
- scan templates
- scan policy management
- report templates
- compliance templates

The Web AMP Console is a scaled down version of AMP to help you automate web application security testing and assessment. This includes:
- scan management
- scheduled scan management
- reporting
- vulnerability information

WebInspect provides the services that AMP does, but in an interactive real time visual interface to run scans and assessments. Also, you can conduct penetration testing with advanced tools in the HP Security Toolkit.

For more information or access to the web site security scanning services, email Security@uh.edu.